The Borders Between Linear Narrative and Interactive Forms
Where interaction and narrative meet in interactive narratives we find works that make
us question the linear structures that surround us, “In interactive narrative that dispenses with
order or that gives the reader navigational control, we can’t know how much we have or haven’t
seen, nor do we necessarily need to read every word,” (Borsuk, Location 3442 of 4541). The
assumptions of how a reader should read and how a player should play, and their differences,
make the experience of reading interactive texts and playing them wholly different. Those
readers and players who understand that they interact in a liminal space may be richly
rewarded. Borusk describes one interactive book, UFO 54-40, which counted on some
interactors wanting to read each branch of the narrative, and they hid the goal in pages not
marked on the path (Location 2416 of 4541). "To reach the miraculous planet Ultima it
described, you had to break the rules," (Borusk Location 2425 of 4541). You had to see the
borders of linear forms and interactive ones and cross them. Jesper Juul writes in Half-Real,
“...the emphasis on fictional worlds may be the strongest innovation of the video game,” (162).
Digital and print narratives both contain forms that would not operate with other’s interface like
accordion art books in the print form, or interactive touch visual novels in the digital, (Borusk
Location 3434 of 4541). Computers allow for procedural creation of fictional worlds in ways that
necessitate and facilitate a new understanding of how linear narrative and interactive forms
work together and differ completely.
Many scholars have shared visions of this future in the past, and many have seen their
visions come to fruition. In Electronic Literature, Scott Rettberg writes, “Games are arguably the
most predominant form of storytelling in contemporary digital media, and some games have
become shared cultural referents,” (102). Games like Shelter 2, The Endless Forest, and
Wolfquest, bring to life Andrew Glassner’s concept of story environments which he first outlined
in Interactive Storytelling. Façade shows how Brenda Laurel was correct in applying Aristotle’s
Poetics to digital narratives when she wrote about it in Computers as Theatre. And finally, Janet
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Murray’s, Hamlet on the Holodeck updated preface in 2016 elaborates the many ways that her
vision for the merging of computers and narrative had great potential to change storytelling,
including MMORPGs, indie games, and electronic literature built with tools like Twine, (ix-xv). It
is in fact that preface which inspired this research. She writes,
“In short, a practice that was largely speculative when this book first appeared has no
been validated by academia, artistic practice, and the marketplace. But it is still early
days in expanding the expressivity of the medium for complex storytelling, and the future
is still very much open for innovation,” (Murray xv).
But how do we find the spaces for that nascent innovation? To understand the space, we need
a map, and this paper attempts to map a portion of the landscapes of linear narrative, interactive
narrative, and perhaps most important, those liminal spaces between them.

What are linear narrative forms?
Linear Narrative forms are made up of cultural objects with an uninterrupted series of
events in a particular manner, with (at most) imagined participation from the audience. These
include films, plays, texts, and all other forms of transmitting events where the audience can
make no choices that affect what they encounter.

What are interactive forms?
"At their heart, games differ from other media in one fundamental way: they offer players
the chance to influence outcomes through their own efforts," (Isbister Kindle Location 333).
Interactive forms make available a set of choices for the audience that affect the order or way in
which a series of events unfold. Often those events take the form of a narrative that appear
before the interactor. Long before digital games, these were board games like chess,
improvisational theater, and choose your own adventure novels. With the advent of digital
games, media has taken on new affordances, and made new combinations with linear narrative.
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These new systems are both made up of both linear narrative, and interactive moments.
They create moments wholly different than either on their own. The possibility of a seamless
binding between narrative and participation drives authors, readers, and players like Mary
Flanagan, who writes, “...players throughout history have struggled to gain agency and
understand uncertainty through game play,” (Kindle Location 849). Agency seems to be the
chief effect where linear narrative and interaction can create when used together well.

Where are the clear overlaps?
Playing games, watching movies, reading interactive fiction, and going to the theater are
all often lumped into the category of entertainment in our culture, but why? What could these
activities have in common that would make us label them in such a homogeneous fashion?
Tracy Fullerton writes, “Plays, movies, television, and games are all media that involve
storytelling and narratives that begin in uncertainty and that are resolved over the course of
time,” (Fullerton 100). Stuart Brown, the psychologist and founder of the National Institute for
Play, puts even more activities into the same category when he writes, “Watching sports,
sitcoms, Oprah, or an excellent drama on TV is usually a type of play, as is reading a novel,”
(Brown 61). For Brown, play is the mental state that ties these activities together, “Play is
nature’s greatest tool for creating new neural networks and for reconciling cognitive difficulties.
The abilities to make new patterns, find the unusual among the ordinary, and spark curiosity are
all fostered by being in a state of play,” (Brown 127 - 128). Play allows us to safely interact with
uncertainty.
But if linear narrative and interactive forms are both types of play that help us practice
with uncertainty, what is it that makes them unique as media for play?

Exclusive to Linear Narrative
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We may think of novels, short stories, films and the more passive end of the spectrum of
audience participation as the norm; however, linear narrative is a more specific form of
interacting with an audience than we may realize. As literary scholar Marie-Laure Ryan writes in
Narrative as Virtual Reality, “We tend to think of interactivity as a phenomenon made possible
by computer technology, but it is a dimension of face-to-face interaction that was shut out by
manuscript and print writing and reintroduced into written messages by the electronic medium,”
(Ryan 204). The uses of sending a narrative out to an unseen and unheard audience are more
specific than much of the discourse that surrounds this technology imagines.
Linear narrative forms are the only way for an author to be sure that their audience will
encounter their plot and their resolution, in whatever uncertainty they introduce. As Janet
Murray writes, “A linear story, no matter how complex, moves toward a single encompassing
version of a complex human event,” (170). This confirms that linear narrative was the only way
to deliver those endings, because in those moments any interactivity ceases, and the narrative
becomes linear, and thus, inescapable. Furthermore, it is untrue to say that the plot is the same
in these interactive experiences because the ending is the same. A map of the linear plot an
interactive experience would also include variations of the interactive sections. How one beats
the Colossi in Shadow of the Colossus varies: in time, specific action, and cinematically since
the camera follows the player. Even some multiple ending games use the inescapable and
cathartic feeling (first mastered in linear narrative) in their ultimate consequences. In The
Banner Saga, no matter how you play, a key character will die, leading to catharsis for the
specific character. Replaying enhances catharsis as one realizes that this final choice is
inescapable; a sacrifice must be made and the player has the agency to choose which one.
Linear narrative has a much longer history of analysis and refinement. Digital interactive
forms are at a different stage in the understandings of their practitioners than those in the linear
narrative realm. As Marie-Laure Ryan writes “...interactivity is still in an experimental stage while
literature has already perfected the art of immersive world construction,” (12). While this may
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seem like an advantage for linear narrative, rather it is an affordance that designers and authors
must explore in order to use the medium to its full potential.
Linear narrative also affords discussion of shared plot moments in its cultural objects to
a greater degree than interactive narrative forms. Leaving interactivity out of a structure
highlights authorial choice, emphasizes the plot as it happens, and focuses on the character
who develops. Thus the fan predictions are paramount for the communities that breathe life into
these narratives. Though the reactions, interpretations, and significance of a work do not
manifest without the audience, the text that the audience encounters have more shared, and
sharable moments when it is linear than when it is not.

Interactive areas of Mutual exclusion
To get to the heart of what interactive forms uniquely afford, it is productive to point to
James Paul Gee’s work What Video Games Have to Teach Us About Learning and Literacy. In
this work, one of the primary points Gee makes is that being literate means being able to read
the signs of a particular domain of life, so that knowing how to play a game such as basketball is
to know how to operate in the semiotic domain of basketball (Gee 13 - 19). Furthermore, this
kind of literacy (which includes tacit knowledge, skills, and competencies) adds those domains
to our identities and adds to the associated affinity groups that we belong to (Gee 27-30). In
other words, playing games within specific semiotic domains make us identify as competent
within those domains. One way that we add to our identity is through play and by joining new
affinity groups. While reading a story may bring us into the fan affinity group for that story, it
does not tie us to the specific activities of the characters in the work. This is primarily due to
agency, which is achieved through interaction. Reading descriptions of auditory hallucinations
may make us sympathize with a character suffering from mental illness, but playing Senua’s
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Sacrifice stylistically simulates1 auditory hallucination, giving us the feeling that we have
experienced something closer to mental illness than we had before playing.
Literary scholar Marie-Laure Ryan outlines reasons that the audience and the author of
interactive media might desire moments of interaction (210-214). While her lists are very useful
in thinking about the purposes of specific moments of interactivity, and while we could certainly
expand on them, another important and possibly deeper answer to her question, “Why would
the reader want to submit input?” remains, (Ryan 210). Brenda Laurel and Janet Murray might
answer that the desire to participate in interactive media is fueled by the desire to experience
the pleasure of agency.
Janet Murray says in Inventing the Medium that “Agency is...a more useful and specific
design goal than interactivity,” (101). While interactivity can derive from randomness or from
seemingly meaningless choices, Murray encourages good practice when she writes that, “The
designer creates agency by exploiting the interactive affordances of the medium... It is present
or absent in the experience of the interactor... It’s opposite is powerlessness, confusion, or
frustration,” (101). Through agency, an interactor can feel powerful, knowledgeable, and
successful. In Computers as Theatre, Brenda Laurel also assigns importance to on agency
when she writes that her previous metrics for rating interactivity (frequency, range, and
significance) were missing a “...more rudimentary measure...”(Laurel 29). This measure is
equivalent to what Janet Murray calls agency. As Brenda Laurel puts it, “You either feel yourself
to be participating in the ongoing action of the representation or you don’t.” (Laurel 29).
According to Laurel, this feeling can rise from sources other than the harmonious synthesizing
of her previous metrics, such as, “...sensory immersion and the tight coupling of kinesthetic
input and visual response...” (30). While Laurel still finds her previous metrics useful for
determining interactivity, they are not primary as her design goal. She is more interested in
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answering the question, “How can humans participate as agents within representational
contexts?” (Laurel 30). One key that this passage and Janet Murray’s insights tend toward is to
not simply add “...‘interactive’ bells and whistles for their own sake....” (Inventing the Medium
45), but to add interactivity when it creates agency.
Interactive moments and linear narrative moments work together with other elements of
an experience to create the feeling of agency. Meaningful interaction compliments and builds
meaningful linear moments, just as game designer Will Wright points out when speaking about
the supporting nature of story and game (Wright 2:50). The most meaningful choices in
interactive content are not devoid of context, and that context is inevitably built upon linear
experiences, whether they be character histories, exposition, or cathartic endings.

So what?
We need play, both interactive, and linear forms to deal with uncertainty in different
perspectives and through different actions.
In some moments, it takes approaching interactivity or linear narrative with a mind on the
other form to appreciate what is being accomplished in the new combination of the two. Kate
Hayles in Writing Machines analyzes her own experience in readying and playing Michael
Joyce’s Afternoon, a story. After reading through the story in a single branch as she writes as
she would have a print novel, she realizes that she missed the point of the story, (Hayles 36).
While playing with the navigation tool, she is able to deconstruct the choices of the main
character and reach the epiphany that,“…Peter, the protagonist, was responsible for causIng
the very accident he spends most of the narrative investigating,” (Hayles 36). The borders
between linear and interactive media allowed not only for the realization, but for the original
mistaken interpretation that led to the realization about narrative structure.
Inside the confines of play activity, we create safety nets, like the camera crew on a
survivor show, the lifeguard at a beach, or a save mechanic in a modern digital game. In linear
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narrative forms, the play’s the thing and all the persona dramatis go through their comedies and
tragedies at the safe distance of the page, the actor, or the camera.
So stories, games, and other forms of interactive or linear media serve to give us
language objects, and representations of reality to play with. As Lisa Cron, author and
experienced editor, writes of fiction in Wired For Story, a book about how we are neurologically
wired to benefit from and enjoy linear narrative, “Story evolved as a way to explore our own
mind and the minds of others, as a sort of dress rehearsal for the future,” (Cron 9). We are
hooked, in the uncertainty of how a character will react, what Lisa Cron calls the story’s
“continual wild card,” (158). According to Cron, it is our drive as readers to find out what
happens next that keeps us enthralled. As she writes, “Stories allow us to simulate intense
experiences without actually having to live through them,” (Cron 9). Games and stories let us
play with models of reality and learn to deal safely with uncertainty.
Greg Costikyan writes in Uncertainty in Games “Uncertainty, in fact, is a primary
characteristic of all sorts of play, and not of games alone,” (3). Costikyan continues that “...part
of the reason games appeal is because they allow us to explore uncertainty, a fundamental
problem we grapple with every day, in a nonthreatening way,” (13). Will Wright explains the
connection of stories and games in a video he created as part of his Masterclass Lecture Series
on Game Design. He says that play and story are “...fundamentally educational technologies.”
and that both, “...help us build more elaborate, more detailed, world models with a limited
experience base,”(Wright 1:59). While Wright starts on the common ground of the two
technologies he says, “The two are very self-supporting, but they are very very different actually
(Wright 2:50). He explains that good stories can inspire gameplay and that good play can
inspire stories, but he says that they have very different, “emotional pallettes,”(Wright 2:54). He
says further, that film, and other linear media, primarily evoke empathy, allowing us to feel with
the simulated character on screen, but that games and other interactive media, primarily evoke
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agency, allowing us to feel responsibility and ownership over the emotions of the character we
act through, (Wright 1:59 - 5:08).
While one could argue that games evoke empathy (feeling emotions for your avatar) and
that linear narrative evokes sympathy (understanding of the emotions of the simulated
characters) we can see that there is a major overlap in the affordances of linear and interactive
media. Both allow for a spectrum of emotional stances from the distance of sympathy, to the
nearness of agency. Interactive forms more readily afford agency and linear forms lean more
naturally toward sympathy. For clarity, we can return to Tracy Fullerton’s explanation of story
and games when she writes, “...the uncertainty in a film or a play is resolved by the author, while
the uncertainty of a game is resolved by the players,” (Fullerton 100). This sentence succinctly
characterizes the difference between interactive and linear narrative.

Synthesizing Linear and Interactive Forms for Human Needs
Non-linear moments in interactive texts shift the focus to the experience of the player
and the structure of the choice. The structure emphasizes the choice made by the player, rather
than the authorial intent. The meaning is more often derived from what the choice means, rather
than a particular narrative strand. While Sid Meier, famously said, “A game is a series of
interesting choices,” (Rollings & Morris, 61) Lisa Cron writes that in a novel, “what looks like free
will going in turns out to be fate, when looking back,” (158). Games are more likely to provoke a
feeling of agency, and thus have a harder time evoking what many linear narratives seek in
catharsis. It’s hard to believe that any fate is inescapable when you are the one taking action a
game that provokes these feelings, somewhat unsuccessfully, will often feel like it is, “on rails.”
The player can feel the invisible walls that prevent them from making genuine choices of
consquence. As Glassner points out, “Everything we do in a story environment must make
sense and feel natural to the players. Anything that feels like an arbitrary restriction, imposed
because of technology limitations or just incomplete design, will degrade the overall feeling of
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the experience,” (420). Learning to use linear structures and interactive structures together will
improve our ability to provoke catharsis and agency.
As a carpenter needs many tools, a chef many spices, and an orchestra many
instruments, so we as designers and creators of new media need many forms to build the play
experiences we strive for, and we must understand the unique and shared qualities of those
forms to better build harmonious, durable, and meaningful experiences for our audiences.
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